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ABSTRACT 
Key factors and possible technologies to realize the high performance scalable PRAM has been discussed. Current 

features of PRAM as a NVM are insufficient to satisfy the high performance applications to be opened in near future. 
In this paper, we consider the new process technology to overcome the limitation of current PRAM in terms of cell 
structure, phase change material, reliability and multi-bit strategy. Newly designed dash confined cell structure with 
doped-SbTe by ALD process is successfully demonstrated. It shows 30ns set program speed and good reliability 
performances with the predictable endurance of over 2e12 cycles and data retention of 4.5 years at 85℃ which is 
enough for computing applications. On the other hand, MLC technologies such as PMC and 3-cell reference concept 
with write and verify is promising for high density and cheaper PRAM. New solutions suggested in this paper, will 
enlarge the application variety and can open the new market. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

   Less than a decade ago, Phase-change random access memory (PRAM) was mere one of the candidates for future 
non-volatile memory application. However nowadays PRAM is no longer contender, it is fast entering the mobile 
market as non-volatile memory [1]. This owes much to their compatibility with silicon process, low cost and high 
reliability. Furthermore, there is prospect of wider applications of PRAM to embedded and computing area as well as 
non-volatile memory (NVM) fields [2]. Possible applications and key factors for those are shown in table 1. Current 
features of PRAM as a NVM is insufficient to meet the needs of new applications such as extremely small reset 
current, ultra fast set speed and long life cycle close in upon the DRAM. In this paper, we consider the new process 
technology to overcome the limitation of current PRAM in terms of cell structure, phase change material, reliability 
and multi-bit strategy. 
 

Table 1. Possible future applications of PRAM [1] [2] 

Applications Key factors Related features 

Wireless systems Read speed Read latency 

Embedded applications XIP Read speed Read latency 

S&D Write speed, reset current Bit alterability, power consumption

SSD subsystem Reset current, Data retention, 
endurance, multi-bit 

Density, program/erase cycle, 
MLC 

Computing platforms Write speed, reset current, 
endurance 

Write latency, Density, power 
consumption 



2. Scalability and Cell Structure 

Continuous scaling of conventional memory has provided many benefits in terms of density, capacity and cost. 
However conventional memories such as DRAM and flash memory are facing many difficulties of patterning sub 
20nm and physical limitation of active and passive devices. Thus scaling down beyond 20nm technology should be 
supplement with novel approaches such as new devices and process technologies [3][4]. PRAM might be a strong 
contender for future system memory. According to the ITRS roadmap, it is predicted that PRAM scalability more 

competitive in NOR flash and DRAM as shown in Fig 1. 
Figure 2 shows the PRAM cell evolution from planar cell to 
dash confined cell. Newly designed dash type PRAM cell 
structure [5] is scaled down easily under 20nm, because the 
minimum size of the cell module is not defined by 
conventional lithography but by thin film thickness well 
controlled down to a few nanometer scales, which structure 
sufficient to surmount the patterning limit. In this structure, 
CVD or ALD process technology is essential to completely fill 
the tiny trench bar with phase change material. 

Figure 1. Cell size comparison as a function of technology 
node for PRAM, DRAM and NOR flash memory based on 
ITRS roadmap. Red circle is positioning of dash confined cell. 
Dot arrow indicates the possible replacement node of DRAM 
and NOR flash 

 

 

Figure 2. PRAM cell evolution from PVD GST based planar cell to ALD GST based dash confined cell         
[5] [6] [7] [8]. PCM cell area scaled down to 127.5nm2. 

 

 

 



3. Phase Change Material and Reliability 

The key factors for embedded or computing platform are write speed and life cycle. Well known doped-SbTe can 
be an alternative material for high performance PRAM due to fast growing property with relatively good retention 
time [6] (Figure 3). In our measurement, confined cell with doped-SbTe shows 30ns set speed (Figure 4(a)) and 
estimated retention time is 4.5year at 85℃ (Figure 4(b)). This can be exploited for high performance PRAM 

application even retention time is lower than PRAM as NVM. Another factor 
of write speed is resistance drift at high temperature. Since doped SbTe 
shows low resistance drift coefficient of about 0.01 which is 1/10 of GST225, 
time from reset to read is shorter than PRAM with GST225. In our device, 
reset resistance drop after 100ns at 85℃ is 1.5kΩ which is negligible value 
for reset state (Figure 4(c).  

Figure 3. Ternary phase diagram of Ge, Sb, Te based phase change 
materials. GST for DVD-RAM is most used in current PRAM and doped 
SbTe for DVD-RW is alternative concept material for high performance 
PRAM [9] 

 

 

Figure 4. (a) Set resistance characteristics as a function of set falling time. It show 30ns set time correspond to the 
optical writing contour map. (b) Arrhenius plot of data retention time as a function of temperature. (c) Reset resistance 
drift as a function of the cumulative time after write. Inset image is high temperature short time drift characteristic. 

Meanwhile, life cycle is important parameter to enhance the system performance and be exploited in computing 
applications. Published endurance cycle is 105~109 [3] and ITRS expect the higher endurance level of 1012 cycle after 
4X technology node as shown in figure 5(a). We believe that isolated confined cell is one of the key solutions to 
improved life cycle together with low programming energy due to low reset current and set time. Reset and set 
operation for confined cell is maintained cycle of 2e11 as shown in figure 5(b) and expected failure cycle is 2e12 at 
the energy of 4.5e11J.  

4. MLC strategy 

PRAM have large signal margin between reset and set states, which can provide the MLC solution. Several 
technologies for MLC are suggested in recent years. General solution is multi-level programming algorithms based on 
control of the tail-end, amplitude and slope of the pulse (Fig.6(b)) [10]. This algorithm can provide the 4 or 16 distinct 
resistance levels. However this approach can not liable for long term stability because of resistance drift and also 
programming time is sluggish than SLC due to write and verify step. Parallel multi confined (PMC) cell is new MLC 
technology to overcome resistance drift and programming speed (Fig.6(a)) [11]. PMC cell is designed to operate by 
multi set state without write-and-verify repetition, so free from drift phenomenon which is occurred only in reset state. 
Multi-state transition and top-view cell image is shown in figure 6(a). This cell is a little bit complex than single 



confined cell. 3-cell reference scheme to cope with cell variation due to resistance drift and temperature change as 
shown in figure 6(c). And also, Toff skew write and 2-bit write scheme to enhance write and verify speed [12]. 

 

Figure 5. (a) Reset current and write endurance projection as a function of technology node and year of production. (b) 
Endurance characteristic of dash confined cell.              

 

 

Figure 6. (a) RI curve of PMC cell. Three parallel components with different resistance shows the stepwise increment 
of resistance with increasing current. Inset is top-view SEM of PMC cell [11]. (b) 16 resistance level for 4-bit MLC. 
Inset is iteration algorithm for multi-bit programming [10]. (c) The circuit design for 3-cell reference scheme. The 
reference and data cells are written simultaneously to remove resistance variation due to drift time differences and are 
read using a specified set of Vbias conditions to verify their resistances [12]. 

5. Summary 

Key factors and possible technologies for high performance scalable PRAM has been discussed. Current features 
of NVM based PRAM is insufficient to satisfy the high performance applications. In this paper, dash confined cell 
structure with doped-SbTe by ALD process is successfully demonstrated. It shows 30ns set program speed and good 
reliability performances with the predictable endurance of over 2e12 cycles and data retention of 4.5 years at 85℃ 
which is enough for computing applications. On the other hand, MLC technologies such as PMC and 3-cell reference 
scheme with write and verify is promising for high density and cheaper PRAM. New solutions suggested in this paper, 
will enlarge the application variety and open the new market. 
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